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Abstract: This paper presents the implementation of pre-reading strategies to facilitate reading skills and increase interest in reading lessons among struggling ESL primary school pupils using the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) which is a multiple-attribute decision process that is normally made by a review committee with experts from academia. It also aims at providing a systematic approach to selecting appropriate pre-reading strategies to improve pupils’ interest and comprehension in English reading lessons. In this study, six English Language teachers from Kuala Lumpur participated as experts to answer a questionnaire in the Fuzzy Delphi method to determine pre-reading strategies that facilitate reading among struggling Year Four pupils. A total of 250 Year Four pupils participated in a comprehension pretest from which thirty-five struggling Year Four pupils were selected. Through the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP), three key pre-reading strategies were selected and sequenced according to their degree of importance as selected by the experts. The percentage of consensus achieved was 85% and the fuzzy hierarchy for pre-reading strategies was determined and ranked according to its importance namely activating prior knowledge, teaching explicit vocabulary, and conducting role-play. These strategies were implemented by the expert teachers during two English reading Research Cycles after which a post-test was administered. The post-test and checklists of observation on expert teachers indicated that the chosen pre-reading strategies had a significant effect in increasing pupils’ interest and comprehension in reading.
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1. Introduction

Reading is a very important skill that primary school pupils need to master. Reading involves connecting new text to that which is already understood called schema or prior knowledge (Pearson & Cervetti [1]). When teaching reading in the English Language classroom in Malaysia, teachers encounter struggling readers who have difficulties comprehending the passage. Therefore they need to use strategies to get pupils to activate existing knowledge, thereby creating a mental framework to which new text, terms, ideas can be attached. Through the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and the Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP), key pre-reading strategies were selected and sequenced. Finally, the key pre-reading strategies were carefully applied to help struggling pupils to comprehend what they read and create interest in the English reading lesson. It is hoped that these strategies would help struggling readers to become fluent readers.

2. Comprehension Difficulties Faced by Struggling Readers

Teaching reading comprehension to struggling readers requires teachers to apply multiple pre-reading strategies to enhance these pupils’ reading comprehension. Struggling readers need to be taught to improve comprehension and
interest in their reading when these do not make sense to them (Scallon, Anderson & Sweeney [2]). The goals of the pre-reading stage are to activate the students' knowledge of the subject, to provide any language preparation that might be needed for coping with a passage and, finally, to motivate the learners to want to read the text (Azizifar, Roshani, Gowhary & Jamalinesari [3]). Bell [4] stated that pre-reading activities are ‘enabling activities’ because they provide readers with necessary background to organize activity and to comprehend the material. In addition, it sets the reader to elicit knowledge and focus attention. This is what struggling students need in reading lessons.

Hence this research aimed at investigating the effectiveness of teaching pre-reading strategies among struggling pupils to enhance reading comprehension thus improving their interest in reading lessons. In order to analyze the experts’ opinion about the most effective pre-reading strategies, the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) were used to increase accuracy of the findings.

3. Fuzzy Delphi Method and Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process

The traditional Delphi Method, developed by Dalkey & Helmer [5], has been widely used to obtain a consistent flow of answers through the results of questionnaires (Bouzon, Govindan, Rodríguez, & Campos [6]). Delphi is an expert opinion survey method with three features: anonymous response, iteration and controlled feedback, and finally statistical group response. However, some weaknesses have been exposed; it needs repetitive surveys to allow forecasting values to converge which requires much more time and cost (Skinner, Nelson, Chin & Land [7]). Furthermore, in many real situations, experts’ judgments cannot be properly reflected in quantitative terms. Some ambiguity will result because of differences in the meanings and interpretations of the expert’s opinions. Since people use linguistic terms, such as ‘good’ or ‘very good’ to reflect their preferences, the concept of combining fuzzy set theory and Delphi was proposed by Murray, Pipino & Gignish [8], and named the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM).

When it comes to multiple criteria decision-making problem the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) is one of the most popular (Calabrese, Costa, Levialdi, & Menichini [9]). In this study, experts need to select pre-reading strategies laid out in the questionnaire and rank them according to their degree of importance to be used in the English reading classroom. Therefore, both the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) were used since these approaches could resemble human reasoning in the use of pre-reading strategies to enhance reading comprehension and interest among pupils. Consequently, to make this study more sensible and gain a more representative description of the decision-making process, this study would apply the FAHP to investigate which evaluation criterion is the most important in selecting pre-reading strategies.

4. Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of teaching pre-reading strategies to increase pupils’ interest in English reading lessons and enhance reading comprehension among struggling pupils. Specifically, the following questions were addressed in this study:

i. To what extent can the use of pre-reading strategies increase pupils’ interest towards English reading lessons?

ii. To what extent do pre-reading strategies enhance reading comprehension among struggling pupils?

5. Pre-reading Strategies

5.1. Activating Background Knowledge/Schema

The pre-reading plan begins with the teacher introducing a key word, concept or picture to stimulate a discussion. By having the students say anything that initially comes to mind and having that information recorded on the whiteboard, participants are able to see the associations. By asking the students questions such as, “What made you think of...?” they become aware of their network of associations (Alqami [10]). These are examples of activating the schema. Jingwei [11] states that struggling and at-risk readers lack schema to help them comprehend the reading text. Jingwei also adds that teachers need to increase schema in the classroom as much as possible. This is because teaching background information about a topic can improve students’ comprehension of text (Gajria & Jitendra [12]).

5.2. Vocabulary Pre Teaching

New vocabulary should be taught prior to reading as the reader will spend too much time figuring out the new words, and will be unable to comprehend the entire reading passage (Pellicer-Sanchez [13]). Quinn, Wagner, Peitscher & Lopez [14] stated that words are organized into an intricate, interlocking system, therefore they cannot be learned in isolation without considering their related context. McKeown & Curtis [15] have found strong correlations between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension. There has been increased interest by researchers in examining the effects of vocabulary instruction on passage comprehension (Garcia & Cain [16]).

5.3. Role Play in Reading Comprehension

Role playing has a communicative aspect that helps students acquire new knowledge and engage through non-threatening experiences (Yusuf [17]). Gijie [18] describes the benefits of using role playing and drama as pedagogical tools to help students learn new vocabulary while building their confidence and interest in using the English language. Readers Theatre (Myrset [19]) is another way role play can be used in the classroom for students to practice oral interpretation, expression, vocabulary development, and...
overall reading comprehension, as well as improve fluency. Capellini, Pinto & Cunha [20] states that role play in teaching and learning genre could improve students' comprehension. Vaish also [21] found improved self-concept after using role play to improve reading comprehension. Moreover, role play also provided more insight into the different ways visualization can be used to encourage readers to build non-linguistic representations of text.

6. Pupils’ Interest in Reading

Through reading, one has access to a wide range of knowledge found in various reading materials such as academic books, magazines, newspapers and journals (US Department of Education [22]. However, struggling pupils lack interest in reading because they fail to comprehend what they read; thus they give up on this very important skill altogether. Those who do not know how to read or do not like to read will likely be stagnant in their understanding as they fail to benefit from the opportunity to gain access to the wide range of knowledge. Besides, when readers read to get information, they indirectly improve their reading skills. This is supported by Sparks, Patton and Murdoch [23] who stated that by reading, one learns to read and becomes better at reading. Hence, people who read extensively can become good readers as they are exposed to new vocabulary. As a result, they will like reading and become successful readers.

The early experience that English as a second language (ESL) pupils encounter when reading second language materials could determine their interest and attitudes toward reading (Young, Mohr & Rasinki [24]). They also stated that pupils will employ their reading interest and attitude that they have gained towards reading in a second language as they advance to the development stages of reading.

7. Methodology

This study was conducted in six schools in the urban city of Kuala Lumpur and the subjects were Year Four pupils. A total of 250 Year Four pupils from six classes from each of these schools were selected. Six Year Four English Language teachers or experts were selected from these six schools to complete a questionnaire. The questionnaires were analyzed and consensus from the experts was achieved to determine the pre-reading strategies that would be used as intervention methods. The consensus was then translated into a hierarchy framework of pre-reading strategies (Figure 2) to help implement these strategies according to their degree of importance in the English reading classroom. At the same time, since the fuzziness of human thought can be further expressed, the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) were employed to increase the accuracy of the findings (Eisavi, Homayouni & Karami [25]).

For the pupils, instruments such pre and post-tests were used. The expert teachers then administered the pre-test to Year 4 pupils that they taught and chose struggling readers who did not perform well in the test. Based on the scores of the pre-test completed by two-hundred and fifty Year Four pupils, thirty-five struggling pupils from the six schools in Kuala Lumpur were identified and chosen to participate in this research. The teachers applied the pre-reading strategies which were specifically selected through the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM) and Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) and used them in two Research Cycles of reading lessons based on the same text.

Teachers or experts involved were interviewed and their reflections were transcribed. Moreover, observation checklists were used by the expert teachers to observe pupils’ comprehension and interest in reading. These observations were carried out during teaching and carefully recorded by the expert teachers.

The expert teachers were given specific guidelines to use a passage from the Year 4 English Textbook entitled “Computer Games” by Hyacinth Gaudart. This comprehension passage from the Year Four English textbook was chosen as it was suitable for the level of pupils’ English language proficiency. Moreover the English textbook is part of the English Language curriculum for Year Four.

![Figure 1. Shows the Methodology of the Study.](Image)
7.1. Research Cycle One

Teacher planned to carry out the intervention strategy to activate prior knowledge and teaching vocabulary. These two pre-reading strategies were carried out together because activation of prior knowledge enhances vocabulary acquisition.

Steps:
Step 1 – Teacher used pre-reading instructions to activate pupils’ background knowledge by showing a picture of a computer. Teacher asked questions regarding the picture and further probed them regarding games that they play on the computer. Then teacher showed a cartoon clip ‘BoboBai’ where the main character enters into the computer and becomes a player of the computer games.

Step 2 – Pupils looked at the passage and underlined words they did not understand. Teacher showed pictures and gestures while relating to the pupils’ prior knowledge. Teacher handed vocabulary test 1 worksheet where pupils match pictures with words.

Step 3 – Teacher modeled reading the passage and demonstrated key phrases using actions to facilitate pupils’ understanding.

Step 4 – Pupils read the passage in groups and individually. Teacher asked oral questions to check understanding.

Step 5 – Pupils completed vocabulary test 2 worksheet which is a cloze passage of the passage they just read with blank spaces for pupils to fill in by choosing the correct answers.

7.2. Research Cycle Two

In this research cycle, the teacher planned to teach the intervention using role play as this was a narrative passage and literature review had shown that role play facilitated pupils’ comprehension.

Steps:
Step 1 – Teacher read the passage to pupils. Teacher asked pupils to name the characters in the story. Teacher guided pupils to find the characters and the setting of the story. Teacher wrote the answers on the board. Teacher assigned roles to each pupil.

Step 2 – Teacher asked two pupils to memorize the dialogue as shown in the passage.

Pupil 2- (the old woman) “What do you want, young man?”

Pupil 1- (the player) “May I rest here?”

Pupil 2- (the old woman) “Sure” (and laughed aloud)

Four pupils played the roles of:
   i. first house
   ii. second house with lots of jewels
   iii. wind
   iv. Ali who would say “You have won the game”

Step 3 – Teacher read the passage and pupils mimicked according to their roles.

Step 4 – After the role play, teacher asked questions to check pupils’ understanding.

After the two cycles of reading lessons using these three pre-reading strategies (Figure 2), a post test was carried out to determine the pupils’ level of comprehension. In addition, all expert teachers also made observations using a checklist to gauge pupils’ comprehension level and interest in the ESL reading classrooms. Teachers were also interviewed and their reflections were transcribed.

7.3. Consensus of Experts Through Fuzzy Delphi Method

Based on the five point linguistic scale questionnaire containing 10 questions, the evaluation values of triangular fuzzy number of each alternate factor chosen by the experts were calculated. After that, the average and threshold values were calculated. The percentage of consensus achieved was 85%, therefore subsequent rounds of questionnaire were not needed (Cheng & Lin, 2002). After the defuzzification process was carried out, the fuzzy hierarchy framework for pre-reading strategies was determined according to its ranking as shown in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 2. Shows the Hierarchy Framework of pre-reading strategies using FAHP.**
8. Discussions

8.1. The Use of Pre-reading Strategies Increase Pupils’ Interest Towards English Reading Lessons

In the beginning of the research, teachers from six selected schools in the Kuala Lumpur were given questionnaires to find out about struggling readers in their respective schools. Most of the teachers gave their feedback about their pupils’ inability to understand what they read.

However, after the intervention of pre-reading strategies such as vocabulary knowledge and, activating pupils’ prior knowledge were carried out in Research Cycle 1, all the pupils were able to respond positively toward the English reading lesson.

The interview excerpt of Mizan (pseudonym) a teacher at one of the selected schools on Research Cycle one is shown on Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Findings from Observation of Research Cycle One.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students showed a lot of interest in the lesson and gave numerous responses when I questioned them about computer games using the visuals. They were able to relate the computer games passage with the cartoon story “Bobobo!” which has a similar storyline to this passage. However, at the end they were not able to make inference as to who actually played the game in this story. They could not point out whether it was Ali or the writer of the passage. Therefore, another cycle of research was carried out in which role play was incorporated to help pupils understand the passage better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizan (pseudonym), line 7, 16 August 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the example as shown in Table 1, one of the teachers named Mizan (pseudonym) who participated in the interview mentioned that activating pupils’ prior knowledge through the visual and the cartoon clip “Bobobo!” in Research Cycle 1 helped pupils to make mental connections with the passage titled “Computer Games” by Haiyent Gaudart.

Another finding to show that pre-reading strategies changed pupils’ interest toward learning English can be seen from the observation result shown in Table 1 by the teacher researcher. After pupils’ background knowledge had been activated, pupils were able to respond to the visual of the computer as reflected by an expert in Table 1. When pupils’ schema is activated, they were able to connect to the new passage with ease. Further, when the teacher taught the vocabulary explicitly, the pupils were more confident even though they were struggling pupils.

The intervention using role-play as a pre-reading strategy in Research Cycle 2 was another element that contributed positively to pupils’ interest towards the reading lesson. The observation of Leena (pseudonym), a teacher from one of the selected schools on research cycle two is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Findings from Observation of Research Cycle Two.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During the role-play intervention, the students internalized the characters in the passage. The pupils were able to say their lines and mimic according to their turns. As the role-play was repeated, the pupils were more confident to say their lines and mimic with more accuracy. The pupils also switched roles and performed other roles with ease. When the teacher asked them who actually won the game, the pupils collectively answered “the writer”. Based on this correct answer response, the teacher carried out the post test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leena (pseudonym), line 5, 24 August, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the observation by the teacher as shown in Table 2, Leena (pseudonym) observed that pupils showed more interest and slowly began to comprehend the passage. This was evident as they took part in the role-play because they were able to internalize the sequence of the narrative and act it out accurately.

These findings suggest that intervention of pre-reading strategies such as activating pupils’ prior knowledge and role play increased pupils’ interest in learning English. The response from the teachers’ observations also showed that the pupils enjoyed the lesson especially the role-play which was an element of fun in the learning process.

8.2. Pre-reading Strategies Enhance Reading Comprehension Among Struggling Pupils

To answer the second research question on the extent of pupils’ reading comprehension among struggling pupils was enhanced, the comparison of the pre and post-tests was made. The low scores obtained by each pupil in the pre-test as compared to the 80-95% scores of the posttest by all the pupils speak volumes. This clearly suggests that the intervention of pre-reading strategies using explicit vocabulary, activating pupils’ schema during Research Cycle 1 and role play in Research Cycle 2 facilitated pupils’ reading comprehension.

Although all the expert teachers from the six selected schools stated that the pupils could not fully comprehend the passage, the intervention activity of teaching explicit vocabulary conducted by the teachers did help them to understand meanings of words in context. Pupils from all five selected schools scored 100% for the second vocabulary activity which clearly proved that they could understand the meaning of words better than before.

Moreover, based on the result of the Research Cycle 1 shown on Table 1, the teacher observed that pupils could not make inference about who actually won the game. However, after the role-play was carried out during Research Cycle 2, pupils could answer the question correctly by working out the answer themselves (see Table 2). This shows that pre-reading strategies such as activating pupils’ prior knowledge, teaching explicit vocabulary and role-play contributed positively toward helping pupils to understand and improve interest in reading comprehension. All these pointed to the effectiveness of pre-reading strategies in enhancing comprehension and interest in reading among struggling students.
9. Conclusion of Research Findings

In conclusion, the expert teachers from the six selected schools voiced their satisfaction because all 35 pupils had shown marked improvements not only in their scores but in their overall interest in English Language reading. The interventions the teachers used for pre-reading activities were proven successful for struggling pupils to comprehend the passage “Computer Games” by Hyacinth Gaudart and were effective in overcoming problems faced by these struggling readers. By observing these significant improvements, all the teachers involved in this research would continue using these strategies in their reading classroom in the future.

The results of these findings, even though applied to this small sample or subjects, had a great impact by means of these interventions to help struggling pupils in reading comprehension and this can be applied to other pupils or classrooms. The rationale of the intervention is not only to improve the pupils’ comprehension and interest in reading but also to enhance the teaching methods of the teachers involved in this research. In other words, the teachers learned something important through this research as they reflected on their teaching methods.

Recommendations for Further Research

It is suggested that English Language teachers carry out more intervention based activities to help pupils in their reading such as activating pupils’ schema or prior knowledge, teaching explicit vocabulary and conducting role-play so that these interventions would help pupils respond by speaking their minds and getting more involved in the reading classroom. Teachers are also encouraged to experiment with other strategies to help struggling pupils become more competent readers. A bigger scale research may also be conducted to add depth and breadth to the research area.
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